
AGENDA ITEM No,. 25 ....... 

Date: 13/08/08 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Ref: VMJ 

To: Airdrie and Villages Local Area 
Partnership 

Subject: Community Safety Report 

1. 

2. 

2.1 

2.2 

3 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update members of the Airdrie and Villages 
Local Area Partnership on the current work undertaken by the North 
Lanarkshire Council’s Anti Social Task Force, Strathclyde Police and 
Strathclyde Fire & Rescue in the Airdrie and Villages area. 

The Community Safety report contains Reports from 
0 

Strathclyde Police 
Strathclyde Fire and Rescue. 

North Lanarkshire Anti Social Task Force 

Background 

The Local Area Partnership has standing reports on the agenda from the Anti- 
Social Task Force, Strathclyde Police and Strathclyde Fire & Rescue that 
highlight the work that each agency and service have been involved in 
relative to community safety within the Airdrie and Villages area. 

It is the intention to bring together these three standing reports and provide 
additional information to the Local Area Partnership under a general 
Community Safety Report. This is the first of the new reports, it is envisaged 
that the style of the content will change as more joint work is reported on and 
brought to the attention of the Partnership. It is hoped that it will reflect issues 
of concern to the Local Area Partnership with regards to community safety 
and to highlight the partnership approach to tackling anti-social behaviour and 
other community safety issues. 

The members of the partnership are very much aware that improving 
community safety is the responsibility of all members of the Local Area 
Partnership. Whilst the Police, Fire and Rescue and The Anti Social task 
force have the main responsibilities, each member of the partnership is active 
in bringing forward community safety issues and seeking assistance for their 
resolution. Responding to Community Safety issues is the responsibility of all 
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this who participate in trying to make our communities a better place, and this 
includes Community organisations, concerned individuals and members of 
partner organisations. Listed below are some examples that highlight the 
community safety work carried out by Airdrie Local Area Team. 

Caldercruix - erect a new fence to protect football pitch from damage from 
Quad and Trail bikes 
Plains - Environmental Improvements to areas adjacent to Open space at 
Moffat View and Main Street. 
Craigneuk - Environmental Improvements/ Community Safety. work to Park 
Fence 
Rawyards -Wheelie Bin Safety initiative 
Rawyards Youth Work initiatives 
Calderbank - Improvement works to Fence at Woodside Drive. 
Whinhall - Multi Sports Pitch (reduce number of young people playing football 
on the car park and road) 
Calderbank - Construction of a fence on land on Main Street to reduce Anti 
Social behaviour. 
Campaign to deter illegal use of trail bikes 
Calderbank - Environmental improvements to area adjacent to football parks 
and work to reduce ASB. 
Cairnhill /Gadlea- Fence to stop attacks on residents 
Improving road safety in narrow streets through constructing small car parks - 
Watson Greengairs - Glenmavis - Kenilburn Avenue - Rochsoles 
CCTV - Locating Temporary cameras - Carlisle Road and Calderbank. 

Summary 

Over the course of the next year it is intended to increase the range of issues 
that are reported through the Community Safety Report to the Local Area 
Partnership and to demonstrate a co-ordinated approach in dealing with a 
wide range of community safety issues. 

Recommend at ions 

It is recommended that the Local Area Partnership note the contents of the 
Community Safety Report and the initiatives detailed within. 

NB The following sections of the reports will be the reports supplied from; 
North Lanarkshire Anti Social Task Force 
Strathclyde Police 
Strathclyde Fire and Rescue. 
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

To: AlRDRlE AREA LOCAL PARTNERSHIP 

REPORT 

Subject: ANTI SOCIAL TASK FORCE UPDATE 
REPORT 

Date: 13 AUGUST 2008 Ref: ASTF/NF/05 

1. 

2. 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

a 

a 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update members of the Airdrie Local Area Partnership 
regarding the work of the Anti Social Task Force (ASTF) in the Airdrie area. The report will 
also provide statistical information relating to operational activities across North Lanarkshire. 

ASTF and Local Area Initiatives 

The six LAPS are - the North Area (including Cumbernauld, Kilsyth and the surrounding 
villages); Coatbridge and district; Airdrie and district; Wishaw and district; Bellshill and 
district, and Motherwell and district. 

The ASTF works with numerous partner organisations and agencies addressing local issues 
in ‘Hot Spot’ areas and ASTF Staff regularly take part in meetings and initiatives to address 
local concerns. 

Within the Airdrie Area, ASTF has been involved in the following activities/initiatives: 

Youth Disorder at Dawn Homes and Rushes Area 

Within the Airdrie North area local residents of the above estates have been experiencing 
ongoing problems of youth disorder in and around their streets and surrounding wooded 
area. Local residents have highlighted that youths from within the estate along with their 
friends from other areas have been involved in the ongoing problems. The groups can 
gather anything between 8 - 50 youths at any given time and have been involved in 
underage drinking, vandalism, verbal abuse and intimidation to residents. 

The ASTF have attended meetings with local residents, Councillor’s and Strathclyde Police 
in an effort to adopt a co-ordinated approach to tackle the ongoing issues within this area. 
The ASTF have continued to work closely with a number of residents from the area and 
through their continued co-operation and courage have provided the ASTF with valuable 
information which has allowed the identification of 5 main youths involved in the ongoing 
disorder. 

Work is currently underway between the ASTF, offending youths and their parents to 
arrange the signing of UBN’s and conduct ASBO interviews as appropriate. 

Successful Actions in Airdrie Area 

The ASTF have recently been involved with an active case of anti social behaviour within the 
Coatdyke area of Airdrie Central Ward. 
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This case was received from the local Area Housing Office on 7 December 2007 following a 
series of complaints received from a number of local residents, to which the Area Housing 
Office carried out initial investigations, gathered corroborative evidence and issued to final 
warning level against the tenancy. 

The offender and visitors continued to cause problems for a number of surrounding residents 
by gathering within the property and close area at various times day and night, creating 
excessive noise such as banging, loud music, arguing, fighting, causing graffiti to property, 
subjecting other residents to verbal abuse and threatening behaviour. 

Through the ASTF professional witnessing service and gathering of crucial evidence via 
statements and diaries from local residents the ASTF were able to secure an Interim ASBO 
on 27 March 2008, quickly followed by a full ASBO on 18 June 2008. The ASTF are 
currently preparing documentation to reduce this tenancy to a Short Scottish Secure 
Tenancy (SSST). 

The speed with which this case came to court was greatly assisted by the valuable 
contribution from local residents and continued engagement with the ASTF. 

0 Police, ASTF & Housing Office Liaison Meetinq 

During the last multi agency meeting there were 17 individuals/households that were 
discussed in relation to ongoing concerns raised by key agencies due to problems occurring 
within Airdrie Communities. 

Airdrie North - 9 of the cases discussed were from the Airdrie North area and consisted of a 
range of behaviours such as excessive noise from playing music, banging, persons fighting, 
acting in a threatening and abusive manner, harassment, violence and vandalism. 

1 case from the Glenmavis area has been forwarded to our legal services team due to 
continued anti social conduct despite a series of warnings to the tenant and a Notice of 
Proceedings being issued against the tenancy. The nature of problems has consisted of the 
tenant and large groups of friends regularly gathering within the tenancy home resulting in 
excessive noise problems for other residents. This case has been submitted to Airdrie 
Sheriff Court and the ASTF are currently pursuing an ASBO against the tenant. 

Airdrie Central - 5 of the cases discussed were from the Airdrie Central area and consisted 
of a range of behaviours such excessive noise, visitors to property engaging in vandalism, 
graffiti and damage to persons property, verbal abuse, harassment and threatening 
behaviour towards other residents and fighting. 

As detailed above 1 of these cases from the Coatdyke area resulted in a full ASBO being 
granted against the tenant and the ASTF currently preparing to reduce the tenancy to a 
SSST. 

A further case from the Whinhall area was forwarded to our legal services team due to 
continued anti social conduct of the tenant and visitors creating excessive noise and 
disturbances from within the tenancy and street area. Affidavits were submitted to Airdrie 
Sheriff Court from key witnesses and ASTF staff and we are currently waiting on notification 
of a full ASBO being granted in this respect. 

Airdrie South - 3 of the cases discussed were from the Airdrie South area and consisted of 
a range of behaviours such as drug dealing, excessive music and vandalism. 

1 case from the Craigneuk area has been forwarded to our legal services team due to 
notification of a drug conviction from Strathclyde Police. The ASTF have carried out 
extensive enquiries in order to obtain a variety of supporting documents from key persons 
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connected to this case. The ASTF are currently awaiting a first calling date for an eviction 
action against the tenant of the property. 

3. ASTF Statistical Report for Airdrie Area 

3.1 Attached to this report are 4 appendices which display an overview of the ASTF 
Investigation, Mediation and Support Services statistical information. 

Appendix 1 - Statistical Report of complaints received 1 January - 30 June 08 

Appendix 2 - Statistical Report of actions taken 1 January - 30 June 08 

Appendix 3 - Statistical Report of mediation cases 1 April - 30 June 08 

Appendix 4 - Statistical Report of support cases 1 April - 30 June 08 

4. Recommendations 

4.1 It is recommended that the LAP note the report 

Mary Castles 
Executive Director 
Housing and Social Work Services 
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Appendix 1 - Complaints Received 1 January - 30 June 2008 
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Appendix 2 - Actions taken 1 January - 30 June 2008 
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Appendix 4 - Support Statistics 1 April - 30 June 08 

Better Informed 

Airdrie North -Ward 7 

3 

I Referral Source 
ASTF I 3 I 

Reduced Stress Level 
Addressed Own 

Behaviour 

I Area Housina I 0 I 

1 

1 

Reduced Stress Level I 2 
Addressed Own I 

c 3 (  + Behaviour I 2 I 
I U. * 

+\$” $’ 
“ t  

Other Agencies referred to 
I Safer Homes I 1 I 
1 Community Police I 2 I 

AlRDRlE CENTRAL -WARD 8 

I I 

Area Housina I 0 I 
I Elected Members I 0 I 
I Housinu Association 0 1  

Emotional 1 0 1  
I Emotional & Practical I 4 I 
‘’ , Outcomes Achieved 

Better Informed I 2 

Addressed Own 
Behaviour 

W ,:< 
Other Agenciw referred to 

Safer Homes I 2 
Communitv Police 1 

AlRDRlE SOUTH -WARD 11 

Safer Homes I 1 
Community Police 0 

I Total Referrals to date I 3 I I Total Referrals to date I 4 I I Total Referrals to ate I 2 - 1  



STRATHCLYDE POLICE 

CRIME REPORTS FOR AlRDRlE 

PERIOD: 20TH MARCH 2008 - 20TH JULY 2008 

Reported Crimes I Offences for the period 
Detected for same period 
% Detected 

1914 
977 
51 % 

This report has been complied to reflect the activity in each Ward area. 

0 PE RAT10 N AL ACTlV ITY 

Over this period there have been 8758 police incidents recorded for the 
Airdrie area. 

DISORDER 

With the advent of the Fairer Scotland initiative additional high visibility patrols 
are being targeted in areas where there are incidents of violence and 
disorder. 

This has also included assistance from the force’s Violence Reduction Task 
Force CO ordination Unit in identifying and targeting local “gangs” and their 
members. 

Positive results have been achieved in reporting perpetrators who highlighted 
their activities via social networking sites on the internet. 

During the period 21 0 incidents were reported to the police of youths causing 
annoyance across the Airdrie area, an overall reduction in the weekly average 
from the last report. 
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The main hotspots within each of the Wards are as follows, 

Airdrie North 
0 Thrashbush 
0 Drumgelloch 

Airdrie Central 
Rawyards 

0 Gartlea bordering Cairnhill 
0 Vicinity of Bell St and West Kirk St 

Airdrie South 
0 Rear of shops Lauchope St, Chapelhall 
0 Vicinity of shops Willow Or 

Extra high visibility patrols will continue to be put to each of these areas to 
reduce the number of incidents being reported. 

These patrols have been successful in detecting and reporting a number of 
youths for a variety of offences at these locations. 

Throughout this period, a number of test purchase operations have been 
conducted in respect of local off sales premises selling to under age persons. 
This has resulted in a number of reports to the authorities. 

Vandalism continues to be an area of concern particularly to house windows 
and doors. With the opportunistic nature of this crime, public assistance to the 
police will help to impact on this issue. 

Over the period a mobile Anti Disorder Patrol has been deployed to patrol 
areas on concern and to respond to reported incidents of disorder. 

COMMUNITIES UNIT 

The Chief Constable has recently indicated changes in how the Force will 
deliver “frontline” policing and to that end a dedicated team has been working 
to produce a format to facilitate that strategy. 

Monklands Sub Division including Airdrie will be the forerunner of the new 
service delivery and as a consequence a refurbishment of Airdrie office is 
currently taking place to accommodate the influx of additional officers that will 
be based there to deliver that service. 
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Airdrie North 
Ward 7 

Pc’s Mckeever, Howley, Kerr, Cormack, Mclellan, Brown, Chalmers and 
Grieve 

Ongoing Issues 

There were a total of 2825 incidents over the period with 604 crimes recorded 
between 20th March - 20th July 2008. 

Vandalism in the area remains a concern with the numbers of incidents 
remaining at a similar level to the last report. 

The efforts of the staff at St Philips establishments have resulted in a 
reduction in police activity at these facilities overall. 

Emerging trends 

Recent concerns have been raised over the activity of youths in the vicinity of 
St Joseph’s Cemetery and the areas surrounding Airdrie Golf Club. Speeding 
vehicles have also caused concerns in Thrashbush Rd and Dykehead Rd. 

Additional high visibility patrols have been and will continue to be deployed in 
these areas to address this issue together with speed detection equipment to 
detect offenders and educate driver behaviour. 

d in 277 det 

Incidents of note 

In total the 604 crime rep rts re ult 
were as a result of proactive policing. 

ctions the majority of which 

Test purchase operations were carried in relation to the sale of knives with a 
positive result and the sale of alcohol with no offences detected. 
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Airdrie Central 
Ward 8 

Pc’s Scott, Maccalman, Currie, Btyceland, Gardiner, Aitken and Reilly. 

Ongoing issues 

There were a total of 4120 incidents and 928 crimes recorded over the period 
20th March 2008 - 20th July 2008. 

Overall the number of vandalism incidents reported remains static with the 
number of incidents in the area of Bell St and West Kirk St showing an 
increase. 

Recently a survey of residents in parts of Whinhall was conducted in 
consultation with the Whinhall Community Learning Plan Group and the 
results analysed. These results formed the basis of an ongoing action plan to 
address these community concerns utilizing local officers together with 
assistance from force specialist departments and agency partners. 

This process will continue to be developed and will be utilised in the near 
future in the other Airdrie Wards. 

High visibility police patrols continue to be deployed in the Gartlea and 
Cairn hill areas and the vicinity of the Airdrie Leisure Centre. 

Emerging Trends 

The use of off road bikes has started to increase again at various locations 
within the ward. 

Traffic Department Officers have recently been deployed with some success 
to combat this issue and will continue to be used when available. 

Once again public assistance with information will greatly assist police to 
impact on this issue. 

Incidents of note / Arrests 

In total 928 crimes were recorded with 506 detections many of which were for 
breach of the peace, minor assault and street drinking. 
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Airdrie South 
Ward 11 

Pc’s Beveridge, Beel, Shaw and Richardson 

Ongoing Issues 

There were a total of 1813 incidents and 382 crimes recorded over the period 
20th March 2008 - 20th July 2008. 

In common with other wards, acts of disorderly and anti social behaviour 
impacting on the quality of life of the community are the main issues. 

Howletnest Rd, Willow Dr and Sycamore Dr are hotspot areas and will 
continue to receive additional patrols. 

The area to the rear of the shops on Lauchope St bordered by Asher Rd, 
Chapelhall is also a “hotspot” area which will be the subject of an increased 
police presence. 

The area of Main St, Calderbank near to the derelict premises of the ‘Old 
Winning Post’ public house has also recently emerged as a concern due to 
the number of youths gathering there causing disorder. 

As with other ‘hotspot’ areas with a similar profile, assistance from the 
Violence Reduction Task Force Co-ordination Unit will be utilized to address 
this issue. 

Incidents of note I Arrests 

In total 382 crime reports were recorded with 194 detections with the majority 
of these detected as a result of proactive policing. 
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Area: 
Approximately 471 square kilometres 

Population: 
Approximately 324,000 

Number of fire stations: 
4 wholetime, 3 retained. 

Number of emergency vehicles: 12 

Retained Stations Wholetime Stations 
Bellshill 
C o a w  
.~-I__ Cumbernauld 
M ot he we I I 
-1- 

Kllsyfh_ 
-I_ Shotts 
SI- 

Area Headquarters 
Delburn Street, 
Motherwell MLI ISE. 
Telephone 01698 338100 
Fax 01698 3381 55 

Community Safety Freephone Helpline 
Tel: 0800 0731 999 
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REPORT TO AlRDRlE LOCAL AREA PARTNERSHIP 

The way that we report on statistics for each area has recently changed. Strathclyde Fire and 
Rescue have developed systems that let the North Lanarkshire area receive statistical 
information, which is directly related to ward activity. 
You will see from the attached report that concise information is provided and in the near 
future we will be able to present further information that relates to the enforcement of the Fire 
(Scotland) Act 2005 and the Fire Safety (Scotland) Regulations 2006. 
The statistics for April, May and June highlight no discernible trends and we are currently 
reviewing this data to reduce the operational activity in the Airdrie Ward Areas through local 
and national based initiatives. 

KEY 

FDRl’s- Fires with home office reports, damage to buildings, cars, caravans, plant etc. 
Special service -Incidents of a serious nature (not fire) Road traffic collisions, flooding, 
rescue/release of people etc also Flooding not affecting electrics, locked out tenants. 
Secondary fires- Incidents without reports, grass, heathland, straw, stubble, derelict 
vehicles and buildings etc. 
False alarms 
False alarms 
False alarms 

malicious- Incidents were the intent was of a malicious nature. 
good intent- Incidents were the intent was of an honest nature, but no fire. 
equipment- Incidents were faulty equipment caused alarm to actuate. 
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Ward 7 

I b COMMUNITY SAFETY - Fire Casualties, 
~ Accidental Fires - Dwellings 

Number of Accidental Fires in Dwellings 1 2 0 3 
Number of Home Fire Safety Visits 0 

lc COMMUNITY SAFETY - Fire Casualties, 
Accidental Fires - Non Domestic Property 

I Number of Accidental Fires in Non Domestic I I I 

Ward 8 

6 12 5 23 



Airdrie Area statistical comparison 
April -June 2008 

BApril -June 08 totals Ward 7 
=April -June 08 totals Ward 8 
OApril -June 08 totals Ward 11 
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